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13

Aspects of French Speaking society
Positive features of a diverse society
Life for the marginalised
How criminals are treated

Aspects of political life
Teenagers, the right to vote and political
commitment
Demonstrations, strikes – who holds the
power?

Set text / Film

Set text/ Film

Revision

12

The Changing family
Extended families
Perfect/Imperfect/Past historic

Artistic culture in the French speaking
world
Culture and heritage
Contemporary Francophonie

Artistic culture in the French speaking
world
Cinema and film
Art
Music
Persuasive language/ subjunctive

Revision of set units so far
Mock exams
Positive aspects of a diverse society
Society
Diversity and tolerance
Future/Present/conditional

Crime and Punishment
Crime and France’s attitudes
towards it

Introduction to film

Revisit Y9 FCSE topics
Healthy living
My Town
School
Holidays

Revision and Speaking exams

Listening, Reading and Writing
exams

Employment
Jobs (Future tense)
Apprenticeships
Part time jobs
Money

Social Issues and Life School

Global and Social Issues

Free Time activities

Mocks / Assessment

Healthy Living
Problems at school
Imperfect tense
Future tense

Environment (what you do now/in the
future/past)
Charity and voluntary work
Poverty and Homelessness

Healthy Living

My Town

Holidays

Final revision and Portfolio planning

Food and drink
Use of a/some/ the
Resolutions – using the simple future
Exercise

To discover different types of towns in the UK
and French speaking countries
Reading and listening skills

Education and the world of work
School timetable with opinions of subjects and
teachers
Describing your school and comparing to
French schools
Jobs
Future plans

Countries
Accomodation
Customs and Festivals
Transport

Cultural Differences

8

Celebrities and Superheroes
Descriptions and family members
Super powers
To recall what an infinitive is
Using an infinitive after modal verbs
Using avoir, etre and aller in full paradigm
Using the future tense with the present
To learn “set phrases “ with the imperfect

Paris and other French speaking cities
Revision of places in town
Introduction to the perfect tense using avoir
and etre
Irregular verbs in the perfect tense

Tv, cinema and friends
Vocabulary with Tv, film and computers
Present, future and perfect tense
Give and justify opinions
Understand idiomatic expressions

House and Home
To recall il y a / il n’y a pas de
Rooms of the house
Describing houses – location, rooms, celeb
homes

Holidays
To know key irregular verbs in 3 tenses – avoir, etre, faire, aller
To recall the 13 verbs that go with etre in the perfect tense
To understand how to say to / at / in with countries, towns and recall with buildings
Accommodation
Food and drink
Extended Writing
Role plays – hotel and restaurant

7

French Intro Course

Family and Friends
Test on grammar and writing – week 9
Re-cap of grammar from 1st half term
Talking about siblings and family members
(translation skills)
Opinions, appearance and character
Animals and pets
Hair, eyes and height – (irregular verbs avoir
and etre)
Using connectives to talk about family and
friends
Describing family and friends – Extended
writing task

School Subjects and opinions
School timetable
Time and numbers up to 100
Daily Routine
Easter in France
Using higher level connectives

Free time
Hobbies – jouer (present tense)
Hobbies – faire(present tense)
Sport and games
Time expressions
Weather
Famous Sports people – describing
your favourite sports star (writing)

Where you live
Places in town (use of French
realia)
To know how to use il y a +
article and il n’y a pas de (in
place of article)
On peut + infinitive
Je vais + infinitive
Aller + au / à la /à l’
Present where you live
(speaking)

11

The Cyber world
Dangers of the internet
How technology has changed our lives
Present tense and infinitive constructions
Technology
Social Media
Technology
Dangers of the internet/crime

10

Family and Relationships
Family relationships
Couples/Friendship
Present tense
Revision of 3 key tenses

9

To understand what an infinitive is
Il faut / Il ne faut pas with rules
Using avoir and etre with nouns and adjectives – (I
have/I am/ I have not/I am not)
Using J’aime/ J’adore/Je n’aime pas/je déteste plus
verbs and nouns
Alphabet, Greetings and Numbers

Charity
Volunteering

Revision of Key topics and grammar

Opening Minds & Opening Doors

Music
Cinema
Food and Eating out
Sports

Revisions of Y10 topics

Re cap on Key skills
French Revolution realia
Simple role plays
Translations
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Christmas in France

Opening Minds & Opening Doors

